Familial Adenomatous Polyposis (FAP): a case study in the eastern Democratic Republic of the Congo
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Abstract

Background
FAP is an inherited disorder caused by the adenomatous polyposis coli (APC) gene mutation. Left untreated, the risk of developing colon cancer approaches 100%. Unfortunately, there is a lack of literature regarding FAP in Sub-Saharan Africa. Therefore, it is difficult to determine the disease burden in this region. Consequently, it is essential to publish case reports, such as this one, to promote further research to understand the epidemiology of FAP in this part of the world.

Aim
To report a case of familial adenomatous polyposis (FAP) in a boy whose symptoms started at 12 in the Democratic Republic of Congo (DR Congo).

Patients and Methods
A 12-year-old male resident of Goma, from the Nande tribe in North Kivu, DR Congo, presented to the hospital with a two-year history of recurrent abdominal pain and diarrhea associated with blood-tinged stools and occasional episodes of bright red rectal bleeding. Further history, clinical exam, laboratory tests, and colonoscopy demonstrated findings consistent with FAP. A total colectomy was eventually performed, followed by an ileorectal anastomosis.

Results
A good outcome was achieved with retained anal sensation and good fecal continence. However, the patient did experience loose stools with occasional nocturnal fecal incontinence.

Conclusion
This case report confirms the presence of FAP in Sub-Saharan Africa and eastern DR Congo. However, more research is needed to understand the incidence and prevalence of FAP better and guide the development of screening and treatment programs for this condition.
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Introduction
Familial adenomatous polyposis (FAP) is an inherited disorder characterized by hundreds to thousands of polyps in the digestive tract. It is an autosomal dominant disorder resulting from the adenomatous polyposis coli (APC) gene mutation. Located on chromosome 5q21, mutation of the tumor-suppressing APC gene can lead to its inactivation. Three specific locations of transformation in the APC gene have been identified: exon 9, the proximal (5') end of the APC gene, and the distal (3') end of the APC gene. The number of polyps a patient has can be indicated by gene mutation location [1]. Evidence suggests a genetic predisposition for some colorectal tumors [2], and some families' risk of transition from a benign mass to carcinoma increases. With FAP, the transformation of benign polyps into carcinomas typically occurs before the age of 40[3, 4].

Early diagnosis and treatment of FAP can prevent or reduce this risk of malignant transformation and improve the survival of those predisposed and affected [5, 6]. Although an increased prevalence of FAP has been demonstrated within specific communities, very few cases have been reported in Africa, especially in its Sub-Saharan areas [7]. Clinical confirmation of FAP is rare in Sub-Saharan Africa and DR Congo, suggesting a very low recognized incidence of this disorder. We present a case study of a FAP detected and treated in eastern DR Congo to raise awareness about this disease.

Case presentation
A 12-year-old male resident of Goma, of the Nande tribe in North Kivu, DR Congo, presented with recurrent abdominal pain and diarrhea associated with blood-tinged stools and occasional episodes of bright red rectal bleeding. These symptoms were associated with occasional anorexia and mild weight loss.

Family history indicated that the patient's biological mother had died of colon cancer. Her initial presentation was similar to her son's; however, she was treated for several years for a suspected intestinal parasitosis. Persistent symptoms of abdominal bloating and recurrent constipation had prompted abdominal ultrasound imaging for the mother, which had revealed an abdominal mass. Based on this finding, she underwent exploratory laparotomy with biopsy, which confirmed the diagnosis of colon cancer. She was treated with surgical excision of the tumor, colostomy, and chemotherapy but died within one year of diagnosis.

The boy's physical examination was otherwise unremarkable, revealing a healthy adolescent with no visible skin lesions. Laboratory investigation ruled out malaria but revealed moderate anemia.

The patient received empirical treatment with anthelmintics, antibiotics, antimalarials, and anti-inflammatory drugs and received treatment for chronic anemia. A manual rectal examination and colonoscopy were performed when he failed to improve clinically. A manual rectal examination revealed several smooth masses of firm consistency. Colonoscopy demonstrated several polyps of varying size, with some polyps between the rectum and the cecum showing signs of inflammation or budding (Fig 1).
Based on the colonoscopy results, an esophagogastroduodenoscopy was performed. This identified several gastric polyps of various sizes. In addition, the esophagus and duodenum were normal in appearance (Fig 2).

Biopsies of polyps were done with pathology examinations that confirmed the polyps' adenomatous characteristics. (Fig 3)

Pathology report of the colon polyps
Microscopically, there is an increase in the number of glands and cells per unit area compared to the normal mucosa. In addition, the cells are crowded, contain enlarged hyperchromatic nuclei, and have an increased number of mitoses.

Based on history, physical examination, investigations, and biopsy results, it was concluded that this represented a case of FAP. To the best of our knowledge, this was the first case of FAP in a 12-year-old male adolescent of Congolese nationality from the Nande tribe in Goma.
Although the diagnosis of the patient's mother was never confirmed, it is suspected that the 12-year-old boy likely inherited the FAP gene from his mother.

**Treatment**

Based on the child's age and clinical findings, it was decided that the patient should undergo a total colectomy and annual monitoring to detect malignant transformation. One year later, at the age of 13 and with informed consent from the patient and his father, the patient underwent a total colectomy with the placement of a permanent jejunostomy. During surgery, the presence of polyps in the terminal ileum was identified. Repeated biopsy confirmed FAP, and no malignancy was detected.

Two months after total colectomy, the ileostomy was closed, and an ileorectal anastomosis was performed. Again, the patient experienced a good outcome with retained anal sensation and good fecal continence. He did, however, experience loose stools with occasional nocturnal fecal incontinence.

**Discussion**

The occurrence of FAP and colorectal cancer have been underreported in Sub-Saharan Africa. However, one case study presented by Alese et al. reported a 70-year-old woman with clinical symptoms and radiological findings of FAP [7]. The lack of literature on FAP in Sub-Saharan Africa is likely due to the lack of screening tools and diagnostic procedures available in the region. For example, endoscopes for colonoscopy and antigenic and inflammatory testing are not as readily available in other parts of the world.

Our patient inherited FAP from his mother since it is an autosomal dominant disorder and the mother's clinical records indicated that she died of colon cancer. Unfortunately, no clinical records were available for any previous generations to determine the family origin of FAP in this lineage.

The average age of symptom onset among patients with FAP is between 16 and 35 years and possibly earlier in the case of the florid polyposis linked to the APC gene. Endoscopic surveillance can usually be started around 11, but close monitoring in families carrying the gene is generally recommended at 10 to 12 years [4, 8, 9]. In the case presented here, signs and symptoms began around age 10. This is early compared to what has been reported elsewhere in the literature. For example, a study presented by Petersen et al. showed that the clinical signs of polyposis often appear around 34 in family members with the APC gene [8].

The patient complained of recurrent abdominal pain associated with diarrhea, occasional blood-tined stools, and episodes of rectal bleeding. According to Bennefoy et al., symptoms that require investigation by colonoscopy include rectal bleeding, occult blood in stools, recurrent abdominal pain, and even chronic diarrhea [10]. Concerning the pediatric population, Dabadie, Bellaiche, et al. described indications for colonoscopy in children, including unexplained iron deficiency anemia, digestive symptoms, and rectal bleeding, amongst others [11]. Rectal bleeding and motility disorders were also reported as symptoms of FAP by Tijani et al. in 2008 [12].
The esophagogastroduodenoscopy, in this case, demonstrated gastric polyposis. However, the esophagus and the duodenum looked healthy, with no polyps identified. This is in keeping with reports from the literature. For example, Church et al. found that 66% of FAP cases also showed gastric polyps. However, 61% had polyps in the duodenum in their study, whereas the patient presented here did not [13].

Genetic testing is helpful for the detection of FAP and colorectal cancer, with a screening of family members often recommended for definitive diagnosis [14]. The APC gene responsible for FAP was isolated in 1991 [15]. However, in Sub-Saharan Africa, it is often challenging to obtain genetic testing. Therefore, it was not performed for the patient discussed in this case study. The diagnosis, however, was made based on history, clinical examination, suspected family history, laboratory testing, and gastrointestinal tract scoping.

In the case presented, a total colectomy with the placement of a jejunostomy was performed. This was followed by an ileorectal anastomosis two months later. The treatment plan was reported in the literature by Tijani et al. at the Ibn Sina Hospital in Rabat, where both ileoanal and ileorectal anastomoses were described [12]. Total colectomy at age 13 may appear to be an aggressive treatment. However, the risk of malignant transformation to colorectal cancer approaches 100% in FAP. There is no management consensus in the literature; in Anglo-Saxon countries, surgical intervention is recommended between 20 and 30, while performed at younger ages in other parts of Europe. Advocates of earlier surgical intervention rationalized this approach based on the risk of developing colorectal cancer [14]. In this case, the family discussion revealed financial stress and concerns regarding prompt access to healthcare, contributing factors to management decisions. The surgical intervention was justified by the high risk of malignant transformation, lack of curative medical management, and family wishes.

The ileorectal anastomosis was performed because of the patient's young age and the anticipated improved quality of life it would provide compared to living long-term with a colostomy. Furthermore, it was determined that the patient was sufficiently educated and compliant, with enough family support to maximize the chances of a positive outcome for the surgical procedure.

**Conclusion**

FAP is presumed to be rare in Sub-Saharan Africa. However, this case report does confirm the existence of FAP in the region, and we wish to raise awareness about the diagnosis. Determining the exact prevalence and incidence is difficult due to the lack of available genetic testing and diagnostic tools. Additional research is needed to understand further the burden of FAP in Sub-Saharan Africa and neighboring regions.

**Acronyms**

- APC: Adenomatous polyposis coli.
- DR Congo: Democratic Republic of Congo.
- FAP: Familial adenomatous polyposis.
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